Press release


AMU Kishanganj Centre celebrated ‘Ektaa Diwas’ to commemorate the birth anniversary of Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel with great fervour and exhilaration on 31st October 2017 at 4:00 PM at Multipurpose hall. All faculty members, non-teaching staff and students were present at the centre. On the occasion of unity day celebration, the Centre organized a competitive essay writing on the topic of ‘Relevance and importance of Sardar Patel in today’s India’ and followed by a speech on the same topic essay writing. In essay writing competition Shubham Pathak (MBAI) secured the first position while Mustafa Quadri Zafri (MBA Sem I) second. The following students, Faiza Nazmi (MBA Sem III), Almas Raja (MBA Sem I), Simab Aalam (MBA Sem I) Shadan Nazir (MBA Sem III), Shubham Pathak (MBA Sem I), Ekhas Ghani (MBA Sem I) and Adiba (MBAI) delivered speech on the above mentioned topic and shed light on his monumental contribution to freedom struggle movement and his brave efforts to put a united picture of war-torn and divided India. In speech competition, Almas Raja (MBA Sem I) secured the first position while Ramsa Zahid (MBA, Sem III) and Adiba Arif (MBA, Sem I) second.

On this occasion Director, Prof. Raashid Nehal paid tribute to Sardar Patel by saying he was the real architect of independent, modern, secular and united India. In his address to the audience, he remembered how Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel was close to the Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru and his ideas and opinions were meant a lot to Pandit Nehru. Raashid Nehal said he was very sound in decision-making ability, displayed proper skills in execution. Unification of India was a result of his prompt decision and quick execution which eventually brought all princely states within the India. During the programme, all students and faculty members took the pledge of unity. For further motivation and encouragement of student Director Prof., Raashid Nehal gave away prizes to the participants and winners.

The programme was compared by Dr. Razi-ur-Rahman, faculty of Department of Education AMU Centre Kishanganj and celebrations concluded with vote of thanks given by Dr. Asad Ullah Course coordinator, Department of Business Administration.
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